2560 Core CPU Render Farm
40x 2U rackmounted in Data
Centre or on premises
PN: SBHPC64RNx40
40 x Threadripper 3990X 64 Cores 128GB DDR4

High performance rendering farm
40x 64 Cores 128 Threads
Ideal for Datacenter and private cloud
Compatible with all rendering software
Fully managed by Strongbox
Lease or buy

40x AMD Threadripper 3990X 64 Core 128 Thread APU

128GB DDR4 3200MHz RAM

Strongbox High Performance Render Node
Strongbox have huge experience with AMD
Threadrippers and were beta testers for the original
1950X Threadrippers. Since then we have built up a
great respect for the abilities of the Threadripper
range and we have installed a large number of
these render nodes since the 64 Core 3990X
launch in Feb 2020. These are ideal as single fast
render nodes or the basis for concentrated CPU
render farms on premises or in datacenters. We
can provide these as shipped only or as a fully
manged render farm. They are scalable to any
number and in our experience robust and reliable

dimensions

weight

480 mm (W)

15 KGs Full

89 mm (H)
530 mm (D)

1TB Samsung 980Pro NVMe M.2

Connectivity
10GB Intel Network Interface Card

Tuned for the rendering software you use

operating system
Custom Strongbox water cooling for any environment

Support included
• Helpdesk
• 1 hour response

Win 10 Pro

Strongbox Warranty
3 Year no quibble warranty included on all hardware

• Some one to talk to
when you need
Price excludes UK VAT but includes delivery to any UK
mainland address

TRADE PRICE

£285,000 + VAT

www.strongboxtechnology.com
info@strongboxtechnology.com

Telephone a person 0845 8888 555
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